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ABSTRACT

The s.ei.,ranas of El llhLO. ás. lanan amor, are first

person narratives of a self-conscious narrator-poet on

an aimless journey in a dangerous mountain area. The

serranas are comprised of four pairs of poems. Each

poem relates an encounter between a stranger and a

mountain dweller. The first poem of each pair is

written in cuaderna ylar the metric of the didactic

mester dfL in cuaderna Yla^ the narrator

reports four times that his story actually happened. In

the zájel. a mudejar lyric, the narrator-poet claims to

present an imaginative version of his supposedly actual

encounter.

These eight poems originate from a peninsular lyric
1

that Menendez Pidal termed "popular" and portray a
2

"serrana salteadora" whose inspiration came from

reality. Although the journey ends with a religious

retreat, the travails of the narrator along the way

exhibit piety and lust, Americo Castro attributed the

coexistence of such opposites to a Hispano-Arabic
3

influence. This thesis examines the confluence of

didactic and ludic elements in the serranas, instances

of parody of courtly love poems, and the medieval

convention by which the narrator recounts

autobiographical material. The anthropological material

in the serranas is analyzed in the context of the

realistic elements in the poems. In the conclusion, it



is noted that the motivating force of each encounter is

the desire on the part of the mountain woman to get

something from the stranger, and on her terms.

On tracing traditional motifs in the serranas, it

is evident that the grotesque woman portrayed in the

final episode in cuaderna yia. is a charcterization of

the medieval wild woman. As a result of her

intervention, the traveler’s life is saved, and he

escapes the mountains to take refuge in a church

dedicated to the Virgen of Vado. Although he begins his

journey intent on the pleasures of this world, the

narrator ends it with a vigil, like a medieval pilgrim,

intent on his salvation in the world to come.



HíTROPUCTIPN

To analyze the serranas, an octet of poems that

describes the chance encounter between a traveler and a

mountain woman, it is necessary to relate this passage

to the remainder of the medieval masterpiece by Juan

Ruiz, El libro biisn amt. Juan Ruiz wrote two

versions of this work, the first in 1330, the second in

1343. Only copies of the original manuscripts are

extant. The texts that are available are based on

manuscript G, a copy of the version of 1330, manuscript
4

T, and manuscript S, a copy of the version of 1343.

The author of this complex collection of fables,

sermons, ecclesiastical commentary, and lyrics, was a

cleric. His stated purpose for writing was to exhort

the reader to seek divine love. The Arcipreste

acknowledged the ambiguity which is pervasive throughout

El libro buen amor and wrote that he who wishes to do

so could use the book's advice to sin. Like Geoffrey

Chaucer, Juan Ruiz advised his reader to separate the
5

wheat from the chaff. The reader is advised that he

will benefit from the book if he can understand its

hidden message. Juan Ruiz chose a subtle style because

his intent was to warn ladies of the wiles that men
6

could use to seduce them and cause them to sin.

The paradox of an avowedly didactic work which

includes ludic and parodie elements will be discussed in

the first chapter of this thesis. As a technique in



delivering the lesson, the use of autobiographical

framework and the medieval "yo poético" is analyzed.

Johan Huizinga wrote that in the Middle Ages it was

generally believed that man responded to the beauty of

earthly life in peril of his immortal soul. Man had to
7

choose between God and the world.

The Arcipreste*s acknowledgement of the joys of

this world is coupled with his insistence on the

supremacy of God*s will. His tolerance for paradox has

been attributed to a Hispano-arabic influence. This

possibility is explored in Chapter I of this thesis.

In Chapter II, the realistic elements that Menendez

y Pelayo noted in the serranas is considered. There is

not a great deal of data on the lives of villagers in

the Middle Ages. In the fourteenth century in the

French Pyrenees during an Inquisition against the

Albigensian heretics, notes were made on the daily life

of the villagers. In the serranas, the means necessary

to earn a livelihood, courting ritual, cuisine, and

housing are all described.

I chose to study the serranas oL El libra da buen

amor because they are didactic and amusing. The journey

motif that is utilized in the serranas typifies the

medieval concept of human life as a banishment from God

and a trial to ascertain if the individual is worthy to

return to Him through salvation. Tisdale has noted that

medieval man did not approve of a journey "as an end in



itself • . . The Wife of Bath who spends her time

'wandrynge by the weye* is the emblematic type for those

who meander aimlessly in search of the peace of carnal
8

satisfaction • • • The traveler in the serranas

began his journey seeking adventures, like the Wife of

Bath. After humorous misadventure and grievous

maltreatment, he called on God when he was in peril of

his life. Because of the timely intervention of the

wild woman, the narrator was able to leave the mountains

and make his peace with God. Although the narrator is

present in other parts of Ei libro ¿g. buen the

serranas are unique because the narrator is present in

the story as a self-conscious poet.

In Chapter III, a comparison is made between the

allegedly documentary account and the declared fictional

version. An explanation is offered for the appearance

of the wild woman in the encounter that supposedly

actually occurred.



CHAPTER I

ülhfi. D.i(3ac.t.ig. As.B.e.g.t síL ths. Serranas

In the prologue of the Libro dfi. Buen the

didactic intent of the author is overtly expressed:

Onde yor de muy poguilla ciencia e de mucha
e grand rudezar entendiendo quantos bienes
faze perder al alma e al cuerpor e los males
muchos que les apareja e trae el amor loco
del pecado del mundor escogiendo e amando con
buena voluntat salvación e gloria del paraíso
para mi anima, fiz esta chica escritura en
memoria de bien. E compuse este nuevo libro
en que son escritas algunas maneras e
maestrías e sotilezas engañosas del loco
amor del mundo, que usan algunos para pecar.
Las quales, leyéndolas e oyéndolas omne o
mujer de buen entendimiento que se quiera
salvar, descogerá e obrarlo ha. 9

In this passage, the author uses a classical topos which
10

was cited by Curtius: the modesty formula. The

writer denigrates his work although he will say later

that he is one troubador in a thousand and also that his

book will be passed from hand to hand. In his prologue,

however, Juan Ruiz writes like a typical medieval writer

and disparages his writing. Curtius traced the origin

of this formula to classical writers who made obeisance

in their introduction to the Emperors in Imperial Rome.

Maria Rosa Lida wrote that the idea of posthumous fame

motivated classical writers, and writers in the

Renaissance, but that in the Middle Ages people believed
11

that the glory of God should eclipse all else. Thus,

1



2

despite Juan Ruiz*s claim of being a pre-eminent

troubadoT/ Lida maintained that Juan Ruiz "achica m^s

que agranda su mérito literario:"

Señores: hevos servido con poca sabidorfa,
por vos dar solaz a todos fablevos en
juglaría. 12

In the thirteenth century, a cleric and poet, Gonzalo de

Berceo, used the same modesty formula in claiming

dependence on an earlier Latin source in his Vida

Santo Domingo. In this work, he also said that it

should be worth a glass of good wine, the traditional
13

reward of the troubadour.

Maria Rosa Lida has compared Juan Ruiz's "alternate

professions of mastery and modesty" to other medieval

Spanish writers, among them Yehuda ben Selomo al-Harisi,

who wrote a century earlier than the Arcipreste. Also,

in Yosef ben Meir ibn Zabarra's twelfth century Book q£.

Delights. Lida noted similarities with JELL libro ds. buen

amor: the narrator and the protagonist are one, various

literary forms are employed, a mythic figure debates the
4

protagonist and leads him on a journey.

Lida has stated that EL libro buen amor may be

included in the genre of the Semitic magamat. works

written with didactic intent. She wrote that:

the didacticism of the Book of. Good Love
expresses itself not only in the auto¬
biographical novel serving as a framework,
but also in the tales, fables, and satires
enclosed in this framework ... 15
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The human weakness which the protagonist in Ei libro ¿e.

buen amor exhibitedr and for which he was punished in

the serranas as well as in the rest of the work, Otis

Green has defined as truancy. Green wrote that the

Arcipreste entertained the reader "during many prolonged

moments of truancy—truancy from which, as in the case

of every Christian, it is his first and last duty to
16

return." In the serranas. the sinner did repent and

return.

In fourteenth century Castile, the ambiente of Juan

Ruiz was the result of an amalgam of three cultures:

Christian, Moslem, and Jewish, Americo Castro

speculated on whether Juan Ruiz knew Arabic, and stated

that "people of three beliefs and two languages
17

intermingled for centuries." Acknowledgement of the

three cultures can be documented in the text, as when

a) Don Carnal addresses a letter to "everyone . ,

Christians, Moslems, and Jews", b) the fourteenth lady

that the protagonist meets speaks Arabic, c) after the

exchange between this lady and the go-between.

Trotaconventos, the narrator states that he wrote songs

for Moorish and Jewish women and describes the musical

instruments that were unsuitable for Arabic songs.

In addition to these specific instances of the

inclusion of the Hispano-Arabic element in EJL libro

buen amor, Americo Castro found that the paradoxical
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view of human weakness and divine forgiveness could be

attributed to a "sensibilidad hispano-musulmana:"

• • • estos contrastes pueden hallarse
en otras obras de la Europa cristiana,
en las cuales coexisten la broma y la
seriedad, la virtud y el pecado; pero en
la obra de Juan Ruiz, • • • surgen como
continuo deslizamiento de la una en la
otra. 18

Despite the ambiguity of vulgarity in a declared

dicactic work, Jorge Guzman, like Maria Rosa Lida,

stated that the reader should take Juan Ruiz at his word

with regard to the moral intent of his work. While

Guzman recognized the contradictory character of the

lessons in ELL libro da buen amor. he concluded that the

Arcipreste sought to serve women by teaching them to

evade the seductive tactics of their lovers. Rejection

of their lovers* importunities would save the man and

the woman from sin. Jorge Guzmán wrote that Juan Ruiz,

"con una enorme comprensión humana":

haya podido llegar a concebir la relación
amorosa ilícita (de la otra no habla) como
una lucha en que cuanto satifacía las malas
inclinaciones de uno de los contendientes,
iba en desmedro del otro. ... 19

When the adventurer in the serranas sets out to have a

good time, he becomes lost, and some of the women he

encountered beat him physically and even raped him.

Otis Green has commented on Juan Ruiz* "topsy-turvy

didacticism." This reversal of male-female dominance

was the result of the protagonist exiling himself from

the Christian civilized world of the medieval town to
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look for adventures in the remoteness of the sierras.

Luis Beltran maintained that as the traveler ascended/

his behavior/ in a moral sense/ declined. Although it

was March/ the weather regressed to winter. Not only

nature/ but the "natural order" of male-female dominance

was reversed. Luis Beltran wrote:

La criatura salida y tenida como inferior
toma aquí la iniciativa. La hembra/ a la
cual tiene—uso el presente histórico—el
macho el deber de dirigir y dominar/
controla. 20

The topic of "the world turned upside down" is one of

the medieval topics studied by Curtius/ a schema of

classical literature which persisted in the Middle Ages.

In Curtius*s example of "the world turned upside down/"

from the Carmina Burana. the students refuse to learn

from their elders/ as is natural and proper.
21

"Everything is out of joint."

The next medieval poem quoted/ originally from

Primavera, and included in the anthology of Dámaso

Alonso/ also portrays the inversion of male-female

dominance.

ROMANCE DE UNA GENTIL DAMA Y UN RUSTICO PASTOR

Estáse la gentil dama paseando en su vergel/
los pies tenia descalzos/ que era maravilla ver.
Desde lejos me llamara/ no le quise responder.
Respondile con gran saña: —"¿Que mandáis/ gentil
[mujer?"
Con una voz amorosa comenzó de responder:
—"Ven acá/ el pastorice/ si quieres tomar
placer/
"siesta es de mediodía/ que ya es hora de comer:
"si querrás tomar posadatodo es a tu placer."
—"Que no era tiempo/ señora/ que me haya de
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detener,
"que tengo mujer y hijos y casa de mantener
"y mi ganado en la sierra^ que se me iba a perder
"y aquellos que me lo guardan no tenían que
comer•"
—"Vete con Dios, pastorcillOf no te sabes
entender:
"hermosuras de mi cuerpo yo te las hiciera ver:
"delgadica en la cinturar blanca soy como el
papelr
"la color tengo mezclada como rosa en el rosel,
"el cuello tengo de garza, los ojos de un
esparver,
"las teticas agudicas, que el brial quieren
romper,
"pues lo que tengo encubierto maravilla es de lo
ver •"
—"Ni aunque más tengáis, señora, no me puedo de
[tener." 22

In the serranas, the male from the city is

dominated and exploited by the female villager. To

evade one mountain woman, he has to take a strange path

in hazardous terrain and nearly perishes. The solution

to his physical and spiritual predicament is a retreat

to the monastery at Santa María del Vado. In the

hierarchical medieval world, an individual's flight

from the ordered world of the medieval town was

dangerous to body and soul.

It is my belief that the serranas are congruent

with the didactic intent of El libro da biian amor.

Structurally, they are an isolate. In considering the

previous episode, one must recognize that that which

precedes the serranas is different in the shorter

version of 1330 which has been reconstructed from the

Gayoso and Toledo manuscript and "the fragments of the
23

Portuguese metrical translation." In the version of
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1330r the serranas are preceded by the history of Dona

Endrina*s seduction by Don Melon, with the help of a go-

between, an old woman named Trotaconventos* Inserted in

the history are parables. The stanzas which immediately

preceed the serranas recount the fable of the lion, the

wolf, and the burro. The moral of the tale is that

ladies must guard their ears from harmful gossip and

reserve their hearts for the love of God. In the longer

version of El libro da buen amor, from the Salamanca

manuscript, 1343, forty stanzas have been added between

the fable that warns ladies against gossip and the

serranas. The tale that follows this fable is the

history of an attempted seduction with the help of a go-

between named Urraca. The intrigue is discovered by the

mother who guards her noble daughter so well that no one

can see her. The narrator then gives forty-one names

for the go-between including, "Buen Amor." Finally, the

go-between tells the lover that the lady is alone. What

passed between the lover and the lady is not clear, but

in the next stanza, she dies, and the narrator entreats

God to pardon her soul.

Although the narrator states that birth and death

are part of the natural order, and implies that man

should accept death with Christian resignation, his

grief is so profound that he takes to his bed, and for

two days he is unable to leave it. Apparently during

this time of mourning, "an old woman" comes to visit.
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The salient feature of this visitor is her ager

explained Luis Beltran, in sharp contrast to the youth

of the woman for whom the narrator is grieving. Whether

or not she is the go-between of the preceding episode

cannot be elucidated from the text. The old woman tried

to revive the protagonist by teasing him.

945 Era de margo el mes,/ salido era
el verano,/ vinome ver una vieja,/
dixome luego de mano/ Moco malo moco
malo/ mas val enfermo que sano/
Yo trave luego de ella/ e fabele
en seso vano/

949 por me lo otorgar, señoras,/
escrevire grand sazón/ e de dicho
e de fecho/ e de todo coragon/
non puede ser que non yerre/ omne
en grande razón/ que el oidor cortes/
tenga presto el perdón 25

In stanzas 948 and 949, there is an explicit message

to the reader: in 948, that some foolishness will be

permitted in a serious presentation, and in stanza 949,

a graceful salute to the ladies that the narrator is

sincerely trying to teach. The narrator pleads that any

errors in this long story will be forgiven by a

courteous hearer. Corominas commented on an implicit,

message in stanza 945. The text states "una vieja"

instead of "la ml vieja" or some more familiar form in

light of the role she plays as go-between. In stanza

939 the narrator calls her "la mi leal Urraca."

Corominas wrote concerning this apparent non-recognition

of the character:
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Con socarrona sonrisa hace el autor como que
no se acuerda ya mucho de su personaje • • •

es como si leyéramos entre líneas: bien
sabes tiir lector, a cuál me refiero, • • •

26

In stanza 947, the narrator advises the reader that he

composed out of all these difficulties, "cantares

cazurros»" the kind of songs that would be sung by the

least proficient of troubadors. "Sigue la advertencia a

las señoras," wrote Menendez Pidal, "e immediatamente

vienen las aventuras de la Sierra, sin que falten hojas
27

en el MS. S. In the manuscript of 1343, this appeal

to the reader and allusion to the modesty topos provides

a bridge between the narrative and the subsequent

journey in the Sierra.

In both the version of 1330, and that of 1343, the

last stanza of the serranas offers a tribute to the

power of a man with money. There is no bridge between

this stanza and the rest of the narrative. None is

necessary, because the subsequent stanza, 1043, refers

to "este roido" which alludes to all the traveler's

entanglements on his journey. Stanza 1043 relates the

departure from the mountains and the journey to pray to

God. Corominas has written that the sanctuary of Our

Lady of Sorrows is somewhat distant from the town of

Vado which is found precisely on the way from Hita to

Somosierra. Santa Maria del Vado is the holy place

named in stanza 1044 where the traveler did his penance

and made his peace with God.
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The first stanza of the serranas and the first

stanza of the subsequent section both quote apostolic

authority,

950 Provar todas las cosas el apostolo
manda:/ fue yo provar la sierra e fiz
loca demandar/ perdi luego la mular non
fallava vianda:/ quien más de pan de
trigo buscar sin seso anda, 28

1043 Diz Santiago apóstolo que todo bien
cumplido/e todo don muy bueno de Dios vien
escogidoe yor desque sali de todo este
roido,/torne rogar a Dios que no m*diesse
a olvido. 29

Stanza 1043 invokes religious authority in an humble and

religious wayr recognizing that the good that came to

the traveler in the mountains came from God. The

previous stanzar 950r is a misuse of religious

authorityr and invoked religious validation for ill-

intentioned acts. This is the inverse of the wise Greek

doctor who discovered wisdom and testimony to God in the

foolish gestures of the ignorant and bellicose Roman in

stanza 58 of £1 lihiSL úSl hüQn aman.

The narrator initiated his journey with a bad

intention. The second half of the initial hemistich in

950b was interpreted by Corominas as "emprendi loca

empresa." The narrator did not undertake his journey

"con buena entendimiento e buena voluntat" as Juan Ruiz

recommended. In line 27-28 of the prologuer Juan Ruiz

explained that sin results from the frailty of human

nature and does not stem from good intentions nor from

good deeds. The intent of the traveler was frivolous.
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in the medieval concept of life on earth as a trial, it

was sinful, and it contrasted with the intent of the

later Christian knights in los libros ¿a caballería# and

that of Don Quijote, all of whom rode out without a

fixed destination but who were sworn to fight for

justice and to help any unfortunate that they came upon.

Although most of the advice in the serranas is of

a moral nature, in stanza 950 one is warned against the

bad consequences of seeking more than one needs. This

admonition in the initial stanza is repeated in stanza

995 of the serranas:

995 que dice a su amigo, queriendol
consejar:/ "Non dexes lo ganado por*
lo que es por ganar;/si dexas lo que
tienes por mintroso cuidar/non avras
lo que quieres, poderte as enganar. 30

Within the autobiographical framework, the perspective

of the narrator is best understood through a study of

first-person discourse in the Middle Ages. Leo Spitzer

explained that an author could use the first person when

he spoke for the universal man:

Propongo^la teoría de que, en la Edad Media,
el yo poético tenia una libertad y una
amplitud mayores de las que tiene hoy día:
a la sazcín el concepto de la propiedad
intelectual no existía, ya que la literatura
no se ocupaba del individuo, sino de la
humanidad: el *ut in pluribus* era una
norma aceptada ... Y debemos suponer que
el publico medieval vería en el *yo poético*
a un representante de la humanidad, que se
interesaría únicamente por este papel:
representativo del poeta. 31
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In analyzing the first person discourse in £1 libro da

buen aitior Leo Spitzer adds:

Me atrevería a afirmar que, al utilizar este
procedimiento autoacusadorr el arcipreste
pretendía pintarnos al pecador en potencia
que llevaba dentro de si mismo y que
llevamos todos los seres humanos: se nos

revelaf no como alguien que haya cometido los
pecados que describe, sino como alguien que
llevado por su flaqueza humana, es capaz de
haberlos cometido, 32

The narrator in the serranas is not the author Juan

Ruiz. The traveler is the medieval pilgrim who was

going towards a forgiving God even though the sinner's

intent was to evade His law in the mountain solitude.

Like Jonah, the traveler sought to escape God's

admonitions. God saved Jonah from death in the ocean by

sending a whale who transported him to dry land. The

traveler cried out in the storm that he was lost if God

didn't save him, and a medieval wild woman of terrifying

aspect appeared and bore the traveler to safety, so he

could make his peace with God.

Ludic Elements ^ the Serranas

Michalski and Deyermond have analyzed EX libro dfi.

buen amor as a parody in the goliardic tradition.

Michalski wrote:

Para resumir, la estructura de El libro
d£L buen amor se me presenta de la manera
siguiente: el esqueleto, o sea, el hilo
narrativo de la obra, lo constituye un
relato autobiográfico en que paródicamente
se invierte el sentido de la progresión



espiritual de San Agustín en sus
Confesiones. 33

13

Michalski pointed out that the cleric-narrator of £1

libro buen amor and St. Augustine suffered the death

of a mothering figure and mentor. Whether or not one

accepts Michalski*s hypothesis that the entire work is

parodief Juan Ruiz had a predilection for parody.

Americo Castro commented:

Ahora nos explicamos por que carece de
fijeza el concepto de amor en el Cancionero
del Arcipreste. Todo juicio, toda opinión,
se convierte en tema ambivalente, o en
ironía, que viene a ser lo mismo. Por eso
atrae y prefiere Juan Ruiz los motivos
de burla y parodia, ... En primer lugar
a nadie se le ocurrió antes tomar como
tema de parodia el rezo de las horas
canónicas. Procediendo así satisface el
autor su ansia de expresión vital ... .34

Menendez Pidal explained the parody in £1. libro ds. buen

amor as a means of describing a contradictory reality:

El Arcipreste prescribe la realidad toda
como enigma indescifrable de elementos
contrarios .... 35

Deyermond wrote that parody "includes the humorous

effects obtained by deliberate incongruity between style
36

and matter." In his analysis of the serranas.

Deyermond noted that the winter setting for a medieval

love-poem is incongrous, that woman as the initiator of

the sexual encounter is parodie, that three of the women

are interested in the narrator sexually and the woman

who mistakes him for a villager wants to marry him.
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while the "male protagonist is interested only in a good
37

square meal." Finally, the courteous address of the

protagonist to the mountain woman infuriates her in

stanza 989:

Radio ando, serrana,/en esta grand
espessura;/a las vezes omne gana/ ..

o pierde, por aventura;/mas, quanto
esta mañana/del camino non he cura,/
pues vos yo tengo, ermana,/aquí, en
esta verdura,/ribera de aqueste rio.

Ríome como repuso/la serrana, tan
sañuda/descendio la cuesta ayuso,/
¡como era atrevudal;/dixo: "Non
sabes el uso/como s'doma la res
muda/quicá el diablo te puso/essa
lengua tan aguda;/Isi la cayada te
embíol"

Luis Beltrán suggests a play on the word "cayada." He

wrote, "a Gadea le ha molestado sobre todo la agudeza de

su lengua, su verborrea de galan ciudadano ... No

estará Gadea dándole al urbano pretendiente de una
39

manera bien literal la cayada (callada) por respuesta?

There is another example of a pun in the opening

stanza of the serranas. "Provar todas las cosas el

apdstolo manda" is a reference to Saint Paul, I

Thessalonians, Chapter 5, verse 21, "but test
39

everything; hold fast what is good." That this

passage was used by medieval poets with a humorous

intent is noted by Corominas:

este texto solía ser parodiado en la poesía
goliardica • . . y el sentido que daba
el aposto! al vocablo pudo no ser el amplio
y ambiguo que ha tendido a tomar PROBARE
en la Península. 40
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An amusing play on words is found in stanza 980.

This interactionf which involves the cuckolding of a

husband named Herruzor recalls an earlier incident in £1.

libro buen amor. In stanza 980, as the serrana and

the traveler enter her cabin, she says "Herruzo non lo

entienda." Although the literal meaning of the phrase

"my husband doesn't understand," the word entendedor. as
41

Otis Green has explained, means lover. It is

plausible that the serrana was saying that her husband

didn't make love to her. In that case, this episode

recalls the story of Pitas Payas in El libro d£ buen

amor■ A husband drew a picture of a lamb on the belly

of his wife before he left on a trip. He was gone two

years and during that time his wife took a lover. He

replaced the sketch of the lamb with a ram with horns.

When the husband returned he remonstrated with his wife.

The "subtle and knowing woman" replied that in his long

absence the lamb had grown up. The narrator concluded

this anecdote with the advice that one should care for

what is his.

Deyermond, as stated previously, observed that

parody includes the humorous effects obtained when there

is an incongruity between style and matter. In the

serranas, there are elements of parody of the courtly

love poems. In stanza 431, Don Amor warns the unlucky

lover that he would be wise to choose the right kind of

woman to love. Don Amor advises against selecting a
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villagerr since such a woman doesn't know about love.

The narrator in the serranas does not follow Don Amor's

advicer and suffers severe consequences when he

addresses the villagers in the flowery style

appropriate for knights in the courtly love poems.

Don Amor advises the lover to give his lady jewels

when he is able, and promises when he is unable to give

gifts. The narrator promises so many gifts in the

serranas that the exaggeration is humorous. His promise

of gifts to the first serrana has unfortunate

consequences, because to avoid her he has to return

through the mountains by a pass that is unfamiliar to

him, and in stanza 974 he loses his way. In stanza 1003

and 1004 the villager asks her suitor for a variety of

clothes and jewelry appropriate for a woman who lives in

the mountains. Among the items she desires is a

sheepskin coat. It is plausible that this is a parody

of the custom of giving gifts and tokens as is customary

in the courtly love poems. In the anonymous thirteenth

century love poem, Rázon feita dfi. amor, the knight gives
42

the lady "una alfaya" and "una cinta," not the

practical warm coat and kneehigh boots that the villager

lists among her many requests. The beautiful villager

in the final zejel asks for jewels and a fur.

Although the giantess of the fourth encounter is

initially described in apocalyptic terms when the

narrator is in mortal peril from the cold. her
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description subsequently changes to an amusing one. The

narrator doesn't know what kind of a devil could love

this woman and describes her breasts in a hilarious

fashion. Corominas wrote a note on the Arcipreste's

description: "irían bailando o saltando como al ritmo
43

de una citóla, sin que nadie les enseñase a bailar.”

The giantess is described as a gross beast with black

sides in stanzas 1016-1020. These stanzas are only

found in the later edition of El libro dfi. buen amor of

1343. Corominas suggested that the Arcipreste may have

added them at a time when he sought to lighten his
44

hardships when he was in prison.

The cantiga ús. trotalla that the narrator composed

about his experience with the red-eyed giantess with

ears like a donkey has a female protagonist that is the

opposite of the giantess physically. Menendez Pidal, as

noted previously, explained that the transformation of

the repugnant figure of the giantess into an idealistic

picture of bucolic loveliness is an expression of the

Arcipreste*s perception of reality as an undecipherable

enigma of opposing elements. This explanation does not

solve the paradox that exists in the cantiga trotalla

itself. The woman in this poem is "fermosa. lozana, y

bien-colorada." She is addressed as "bella." and

"fermosura." She uses courtly language and addresses

the narrator as "Fidalgo." Yet, in stanza 1040, the

narrator refers to her as "la heda." Menendez Pidal did
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not refer to this paradox, and Coromlnas explained that

the pejorative was congruent "con la realidad de lOllss;

luego los adjetivos • • • deben tomarse como formulas
45

corteses y aun algo irónicas."

Although the phrase may be called sheer irony, it

is, jarring in a description which Luis Beltrán
characterized as having a pleasant effect on the reader:

"al lector se le esta recordando todo lo placentero que
46

puede resultar un cuerpo de mujer." Reda may be an

ironic characterization, it might refer to the conduct

of the serrana rather than to her appearance, and it may

be another example of the Arcipreste's humor. The

cantiga ds. trotalla is a marching song, as Corominas*

note explains:

1029a Trotar 'andar de prisa', 'ir de
camino'. De ahí el derivado derivado
trotalla (1021c) solo documentado, que yo
sepa, en castellano, y como nombre de un
tipo de cantiga que cantarían los caminantes
para darse aire en una marcha rápida: la
presente es una cantiga de trotalla
(Precisamente la anunciada en el 1021c),
segiín lo confirma por lo demás su ritmo
ágil y rápido:. . ." 47

The rhythm of a marching song lends itself to humorous

verse, and heda, which could have meant foul-smelling,

connotes the opposite of the pleasing attributes of the

woman in this encounter. Julio Cejador y Frauca defined

hedo in his Vocabulario Medieval Castellano: "que huele

mal, de foet (id) u (m). Baena, p. 446: comiendo pan
48

duro e hedo." The incongruity of a beautiful but
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foul-smelling serrana is parodie. The pejorative occurs

in the antepenultimate stanzar and recalls one of

Deyermond's definitions of parody: "the apparently

serious use of a genre in which the author showsr at the
49

last minute, that his tongue was in his cheek."



CHAPTER II

Anthropological El.emgn¿¿ IR ths. Serranillas.

Menéndez y Pelayo referred to the serranas as
50

"estas églogas naturalistas." In this section of the

thesis, the popular and peninsular origin of the serrana

will be explored. Menéndez Pidal studied the history of

the Castillian lyric and concluded that an indigenous
51

lyric existed that portrayed a "serrana forzuda."

This conclusion was different from that of Menéndez y

Pelayo who saw in the serranillas only an imitation of
52

French and Provencal models. Lucy A. Sponsler has

pointed out that Pierre Le Gentil disagreed with Pidal*s

interpretation and stated that the "French pastourelle:

Bele pastoure car m*enseigne/vers la cite le droit

sentier." which also portrays a stranger seeking

guidance from a villager to get through the mountains is
53

"not specifically Hispanic." Sponsler wrote that Le

Gentil did not investigate the possibility that the

French lyric could have imitated the Hispanic model, and

concluded "Le Gentil gives no examples of the

aggressive, uncouth mountain girl in any early lyric
54

outside the peninsula."

Menéndez Pidal compared the pastorela of northern

France with the pastorela of Provence, analyzed the

imitations that were written in Gallego Portuguese

earlier than the serranillas appeared in Castillian, and

20
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concluded that the serranilla sprang from songs written

about the rigors of traveling and the desire of the

traveler to reach his destination. The scenario of the

pastorela involved a horseman who rode out into the

country in early spring and came upon a shepherdess

weaving and singing of love. The horseman praises her

beauty and declares his love. The shepherdess dismisses

the gentleman and advises him to seek a lady of his

social station. The gentleman insists she deserves to

live in a palace and offers to assume the life of a
55

peasant for her.

In the lyricr the pastorela was imitated in the

thirteenth century. Usually, the village woman refused

the amorous advances of the nobleman. Mehendez Pidal

wrote that the Gallego Portuguese pastorela portrayed

less of an adventure than the pastorelas of Provence.

The Gallego Portuguese pastorela portrays the encounter
56

and the appearance of the countrywoman.

Des que naci
non vi tal serrana
como esta manyana.

Alla en la veguela,
a Mata d*Espino,
en essé camino
que va a Logoyuela,
de tal [guisa] la vy
que [me] fizo gana
la fruta temprana.

Garnacha traya
de oro presada

con broncha dorada
que bien parecia,
a ela bolvi
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dizlendo: "Lozana,
¿e soys vos villana?"

Si soy, caval [lero],
si por mi lo avedes
dezit ique queredes?
fablat verdadero.
Yo le dixe assi:
"luoro por Sant* Ana
que no soys villana."57

Clearlyr the fifteenth century serranilla quoted above

is related to the courtly pastorela. The focus of the

poem is on the hidalgo and his reaction to the

mountainwoman, who is passive. The nobleman addresses

her as "beautiful," and she answers respectfully,

addressing him as caballero. In the serranas of the

Arcipreste, the villager dominates the interaction or

converses as an equal in seven of the eight episodes.

The exception is the serrana lerda whom he found near

Cornejo.

In his analysis of the history of the pastorela#

Menendez Pidal referred to the countrywoman as ”la pobre

muchacha. " Clearly, the mountainwomen that the traveler

encountered in the Guadarrama are derived from sturdier

stock. Masters of their environment they not only

sustain themselves in a hostile terrain but have the

means to offer hospitality to an unexpected guest. The

serrana whom the narrator characterized as torpe, the

woman who mistook the traveler for another villager and

wished to marry him could not be described as "la pohLt.e

muchacha." Her conduct was foolish, because she left
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the

context of the poem is seen as a human foible rather

than a weakness attributable to her sex or social

position. The portrayal of the mountainwomen in the

serranas is a departure from the pastorela,

Carolina Michaelis de Vasconcellos^ quoted by

Isaza y Calderon^ commented on the poem by Alvaro Alfom

in the thirteenth century Cancionero da. Vaticano edited

by Teofilo Braga:

Luis Vasquesr despois que parti
d'essa cidade tan boa, Lisboar achey
tal encontrór que digo por mi que som
ja (descreto e faco a cr) oa:

Na terra de Cintra,
a par d*esta serra,
vi ua pastora
que braadava guerra,59

Isaza y Calderon wrote that la. señora Michaelis de

Vasconcellos commented:

em que a liviana pastorinha de Franca
aparece transformada picarescamente^em
virago (vaqueira ou toureira), com hábitos
e traje de bandoleira. 60

Menéndez Pidal commented on the poem by Alvaro
Alfom and noted that the serrana was of a new kind, a

war-like mountainwoman who would persist in popular

Portuguese poetry through the sixteenth century. He

wrote that the serranas of Juan Ruiz were very similar:

Son serranas forzudas que, armadas de honda,
de cayado y de un dardo pedrero • • • guardan
las angostas veredas de la sierra, y saltean
al caminante, exigiéndole regalos para que
le permitan el paso libre; el que se resiste
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O el que aventura un requiebro inoportunor
prueba la fuerza de la serrana, • • • El
pasajero, rendido por la fuerza, por la
nieve, y por la helada que le tiene aterido,
da buenas prendas , promete mejores regalos,
y entonces la serrana le gula por los
intricados caminos, y aun en los arroyos
anchos se lo echa a cuestas • • • le lleva
a su cabaña y le reconforta • • • 61

That the armed mountainwoman persisted in the Spanish

lyric is seen in this fifteenth century serranilla by

the Marques de Santillana:

En toda la su montaña
de Trasmoz a 'Veraton
non vi tan gentil serrana.

Partiendo de Conejares,
allá susso en la montana,
cerca de la Travessaña,
camino de Trosavares,
encontré moca locana
poco mas acá de Anón,
riberas de una fontana.

Traía saya apretada,
muy bien fecha en la cintura;
a guissa d'Estremadura
cinta, e collera labrada.
Dije: "Dios te salvehermana;
aunque vengas de Aragon,
desta seras castellana."

Respondióme: "Caballero,
non penséis que me tenedes
ca primero probaredes
este mi dardo pedrero;
ca después desta semana
fago bodas con Anton,
vaquerizo de Morana. 62

According to Menendez Pidal, the inspiration for

the lyric about the Spanish mountainwoman came from

reality. He called the lyric popular rather than a poor

imitation of verse that might have been composed in
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The mountainwoman he referred to is not IJonaf

but dii£jia.r y. gonggedora da. los, da. la.
63

montana. Menendez Pidal attributed the Castilian

serranillas to a popular source that still existed in

the sixteenth century: villancicos that told of

travelers on long and perilous journeys who hoped for

safe passage and a speedy arrival. In one villancico

that is quoted, a traveler beseeches the mountainwoman

for direction.

Por do pasare" la sierra,
gentil serrana morena?

Di, serrana, por tu fe,
si naciste en esta tierra,
por do pasare" la sierra?

The following lyric depicts a character, similar to the

serranas of the Arcipreste, whom Menendez Pidal called

ganapa"n y ggiteadgra.

Paseisme ahora alia, serrana,
que no muera yo en esta montaña.
Paseisme ahora allende el rio,
que estoy triste, mal herido;
Paseisme ahora allende el rio¿
que no muera yo en esta montana.64

The next villancico I quoted was also popular in the

sixteenth century, but Menendez Pidal wrote that the

diverse metric forms suggest an artistic rather than a
65

popular origin. In contrast with the sincere and

austere plaint of the two popular villancicos quoted

above, the Serrana la vera has shifts in mood. As

the traveler passed the crosses, and the serrana talked
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to him in a menacing manner r the mood is one of

apprehension and fear. Later, as the traveler creeps

away trying not to awaken his companion, the mood is

jocular.

La Serrana de la Vera

Allá en Garganta la Olla,
en la^Vera de Plasencia,
salteóme una serrana,

blanca, rubia, ojimorena.
Trae el cabello trenzado
debajo de una montera,
y porgue no la estorbara,
muy corta la faldamenta.
Entre los montes andaba
de una honda en sus manos

y en sus hombros una flecha.
Tomarame por la mano
yme llevara'a su cueva;
por el camino que iba
tantas de las crucgs viera.
Atr^evíme y pregúntele
gue'^ cruces eran agüellas,
y me respondió diciendo
que de hombres que muerto hubiera.
Esto me responde y dice
como eiitre medio risueña:
-Y asi haré de ti, cuitado,
cuando mi voluntad sea-

Diome yesca y pedernal
para que lumbre encendiera,
y mientras que la encendía:
aliña una grande cena.
De perdices y conejos
su pretina saca llena,
y después de haber cenado
me dice: -Cierra la puerta-.
Hago como la cierra
y le deje entreabierta;
desnudóse y desnudéme
y me hace acostar con ella.
Cansada de su deleites
muy bien dormida se queda,
y en sintiéndola dormida
salgóme la puerta afuera.
Los zapatos en la mano
llevo porque no me sienta,
y poco a poco me salgo
y camino a la ligera.^
Más de una legua habla andado
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sin volver la cabeza,
y cuando mal me pensé
yo la cabeza volviera.
Y en esto la vi venir
bramando como una fiera,
saltando de canto en canto,
brincando de peña en peña.
-Aguarda, me dice, aguarda,
espera, mancebo, espera,
me llévaras una carta
escrita para mi tierra.
Toma, llévala a mi padre,
dirásle que quedo buena.
-Enviadla vos con otros,
o sed vos la mensajera. 66

In this villancico, in contrast with the cantigas ds.

ala.je and the se.rx.anaa of Juan Ruiz, the serrana is not

a native of the sierra. Having established that the

source of the serrana is a peninsular lyric portraying a

mountainwoman both rustic and realistic, it is

appropriate to examine her and her ambiente in Ill. libro

¿Le buen amor. There are four pairs of serranas. The

traveler's serendipitous meeting of the serrana is first

narrated in cuaderna via, and a version of the incident

written in a zéjel follows. Menendez Pidal explained

this arrangement as a theatrical device:

Estos dos elementos, el biográfico-moral
y el lírico, entremezclados en el Buen
amor. daban variedad a la exposición
de la obra en publico: la narración o
disertación en metro largo de cuaderna
vía sería recitada por el juglar, y las
cántigas o trovas intercaladas serián
cantadas. 67

In five of the eight encounters, the serrana is working

when the traveler comes upon her. She is guarding the

pass, watching over cattle, or cutting wood. Realistic
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details include the description of the mountainwoman's

dressr her housef and the meal that she cooks and

serves* The dishes and their preparation are enumerated

in the first and fourth zejels

968. Púsome mucho aina/ enna venta
con su enhoto;/ diome foguera
de enzina,/ mucho gazapo de
soto/ buenas perdizes assadas/
hogas mal amassadas,/ e buena
carne de choto.

This enumeration of the dishes demonstrates the

Arcipreste*s predilection for objects, Curtius

commented on a topos he called the invocation of nature,

"The medieval poet does not invoke nature/ he enumerates

its component parts and does so according to the

principle/ 'The more the betterl*" Although the foods

and the components of the serrana*s costume are not part

of nature/ their description is, like Curtius*

"well-ordered and symmetrical,"

In the last zejelf the narrator begs the serrana

for shelter. He rejects her offer of mariage because of

a previous commitment/ but offers her money for

hospitality. They go to her cabin,

1031. diom queso de cabras./
"Fidalgo"/ áiz, "abras/ esse
brago e toma/ un canto de
soma/ que tengo guardada,"
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In this realistic dialogue, the Arcipreste describes the

living conditions of the villager. Corominas commented

on abras;

• • . Este^ verbo nos recuerda la
disposición de la choza del pastor, donde
todo lo almacenado está al alcance de la
mano, por la extremada pequenez del
espacio libre, y esto nulsmo hace que
uno de los comensales estorbe el paso al
otro, quien se ve obligado a pedir a su
hue^sped que se coja los objetos por si
mismo. 69

In the dialogue, the Arcipreste has created an air of

intimacy between two strangers divided by social class.

The realistic description of the cramped quarters of the

villager makes it necessary for her to ask her guest's

cooperation in the preparation of the meal.

In the fourteenth century, an agent of the

Inquisition in southern France was sent to the town of
70

Montaillou, "tiQP sieved tJlPP frfiid./" to search out

heresy. Jacques Fournier, during his investigations,

made extensive notes on the living conditions, homes,

and lifestyles of the inhabitants of this medieval

mountain village. It was noted that the kitchen was the

center of the home. In the last zéjel, the serrana

takes her guest into the heart of her home, the kitchen,

and in the cramped space directs him in the preparation

of the meal. Although the serrana addresses her guest

as "fidalqop" they converse as equals. In contrast,

wrote Lucy A. Sponsler, "the northern French pastourelle

was basically aristocratic in spirit, tinged with
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disdain for the lower classes and with a tone of

caricature." The serranas of the Arcipreste are

realistic in tone and do not disparage the people who

live in the mountain villagesr unlike the northern

French pastourelles.

The enumeration of objects in a pleasing fashion

occurs again as the narator describes the costume of the

serrana in the third zejel. Perez de King commented on

this description:

Por los detalles dados en las cantigas y
episodios, podemos darnos una idea bastante
clara de la idumentaria usada por las
campesinas castellanas del tiempo. El traje
de diario con que va vestida la serrana . . .

consiste en un 'buen bermejo* con su 'buena
cinta de lana.' Pero el traje de bodas
que la codiciosa campesina exige del
hombre que la pretende, representa una
pequeña fortuna. 72

In a villancico by Juan del Encina of the fifteenth

century which Pe’rez de King quoted, the beautiful

clothes that the novio promised the novia are listed.

This custom persists in Spanish literature in the

twentieth century. The novio in Lorca's Bodas ds. sangre

gives the novia fancy stockings, and his mother gives

the novia jewelry. Not only costume, but customs and

skills are presented in a realistic manner, wrote Perez

de King:

Las cuatro cantigas de serrana de Juan Ruiz
y los episodios narrativos que las preceden,
contienen una serie de detalles realistas,
de los que podemos aprender mucho sobre
la clase social en que se inspiraron, los
rústicos o villanos . . • Como fuente para
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un estjadio de costumbres, la poesía que
remedo* el Arcipreste no tiene inqual. 73

An enumeration of the skills necessary to earn one's

bread and win the heart of a mountainwoman are

enumerated in the zejel that takes place near Cornejo.

The extensive list shows that specialists were not

appreciated as good prospects for husbands. The man can

do forestry, care for animals, do leatherwork, and work

as a dairyman. Social skills are also enumerated.

In addition to the anthropological data that the

Arcipreste contributed in the serranas, there is an

expression of personal feeling and faith. The

Arcipreste used an autobiographical framework to share

individual experience in a way that Americo Castro

stated was a departure from Castilian literature:

Mas lo decisivo es que el Libro
buen amor usara el castellano, por
vez primera, para dar forma expresiva a
la experiencia sensible, fuera del marco
mítico y desde la vida de quien se
expresa:

Encima del puerto,
coydé ser muerto,
de nieve e de frío,
e de gran helada (1.023) 74

This killing frost is mentioned in both the fourth

episode in cuaderna via and in the fourth zejel. In

cuaderna via, the narrator said simply: "so perdido, si

Dios non me acorre." In this phrase, the Arcipreste

acknowledges the natural order, that man is subject to

birth and death, but God may intervene. A man could
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adventures in the sierra. This man could still beseech

his God, Who could choose to save the sinner from

freezing to death. Could this be the symbolic meaning

of the serranas? The reality of the Arcipreste*s faith,

that even a sinner could beseech God's grace, contrasts

with the pagan belief in predestination illustrated in

an earlier episode in El. libro bü£ii amor. The son of

the Moorish king, Alcaraz, was a handsome young man. At

his birth, fortunetellers predicted that he would die in

various ways. Because of the disagreement, the five

were put in prison. One day, the young man went

hunting, and the sky turned dark, and it began to hail.

During this severe storm, all the horrors that the

fortunetellers foretold came to pass. After this

episode, the Arcipreste concluded that God could

intervene and overcome predestination in the world which

He created, according to the Catholic faith, in which

the Arcipreste counted himself as a believer.

Consistent with this faith, the protagonist in the

siderra appealed to God for aid when he was in mortal

danger from the cold.

The mortal danger that travelers could face in the

high mountain passes from the cold was realistic in the

fourteenth century and in the twentieth century as Pérez

de King commented:

El paisaje está descrito con detalles
concretos, fáciles de identificar. Son
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los picachos nevados del Guararramar y
los pueblocitos serranos, Lozoya • • •

Riofrio, enclavados en la línea divisoria
que separa las dos Casillas, partiendo
en dos la meseta más alta de Europa a
cuatro mil pies de altura • • • La gran
rebata que siente el Arcipreste al verse
cogido por la tormenta de nieve y granizo,
la 'foguera de encina' con que le reanima
la pastora, pudieran ser experiencias
de alpinista serrano moderno, que hasta
la reciente construcción refugios officiales;
solo contaba en caso de peligro, con los
primitivos medios de Juan Ruiz, precursor
de alpinismo español, 75

This exposition of the realistic aspects of the

serranas was predicated in part on the interpreation of

Menendez Pidal who attributed the serrana's source to a

popular lyric, the cantiga da viaje, Leo Spitzer

disagreed with this view, and based his interpretation

on the evidence in the fourth episode in cuaderna via.
When the narrator says, "So perdido si Dios non me

acorre," a mountainwoman appears, and "Mercet a Dios,"

saves the traveler, for a fee, and takes him to Tablada,

The agent of God's grace in this instance is not an

angel or a mountainwoman hermosa, lozana, ^ bien-

colorada, but a giantess, ugly, with a hoarse voice and

a beard heavier than that of the narrator,

Leo Spitzer wrote that this giantess suggested the

supernatural:

Frente a la opinion de Menendez Pidal • • ,

sobre el carácter realista de la figura
de la serranilla, que se relacionara con
una situación real, la de servir de guia a
través de los desfiladeros, yo considero
que se trata, por el contrario, de un
personaje legendario e irreal, el 'hombre
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selvático* o la 'mujer selvática* • • .

mujeres sobrenaturalesr que buscan el amor
de los hombres, segiín testimonio del siglo
X. 76

A summary of the conception of the Wild Men which was

noted in Antiquity and persists in literature currently

is presented in the following chapter. In this

discussion of the realistic aspects of the serranas, it

is appropriate to note that Stith Thompson in his Motif-

Index q£, Folk-Literature lists four different women with

long breasts. Two are mortals, and two are fairies.

One of the mortals that Thompson cites is a "mountain
77

wife." Spitzer*s statement that the supernatural wild

woman sought the love of mortal men is correct, but the

giantess in the fourth episode in cuaderna via, who has

the wildest physical appearance of all the serranas, did

not make any sexual overtures to the traveler. That the

wild men were thought of as a special race of human

beings is demonstrated in this quotation from a Historia

by Ulisse Aldrovandrus, a professor at the University of

Bologna, who died in 1605. The source is The q£.

Beasts by T.H. White:

... the Wild Men of the Woods . . . used
to inhabit inelegant subterranean hovels,
lived on vegetables, and refused to have
anything to do with other humans. However
kindly they were treated it was impossible
to civilize them, because they refused to
recognize law and order. There were an
almost infinite number of them in Ireland.
78
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John E. Keller examined the folk-motifs only of the

exempla of £1 ñs. ]2I2£il ¿SKI]:/ so his work is not

useful in analyzing the serranas.

An explanation for the appearance of this

characterization of the wild woman in the allegedly

documentary accountr rather than the declared fictional

version/ is that in the Middle Ages the wild men were

believed to actually inhabit remote areas.



CHAPTER III

tmi Types oL Used la Iha Secranillas.;.
A Comparative Analysis

The arresting component of this section of fH

libro de. buen amor is that the narrator is present in

the work as a self-conscious poet* Pour times^ at the

conclusion of each episode in cuaderna via* the

narrator announces his intention of writing a poem about

the encounter, and this plan is followed. The narrator

confides that he is going to write poetry in other parts

of the work. In stanza 70 the book "yo libro" speaks

out to the reader, admonishing that the sound that comes

from a musical instrument depends on the musician, and

the meaning of this book depends on the understanding of

the reader. In stanza 170, after a description of a

noblewoman, the narrator states that he wrote songs for

her. The songs are not included in the text as they are

in the serranas*

In the first poem of the serranas, which is

written in the didactic mester da clerecía, the lesson

is explicit and the last line of the first stanza warns

against seeking more than one needs. The narrator in

this episode intrudes in a setting in which he is alien

and on an ill-intentioned mission, seeking adventures.

The journey may be interpreted as a parable. It is

fixed in time and space, the feast day of San Emeterio,

the third of March, near the pass of Lozoya. This

36
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exactness has the effect of a documentary, it increases

the credibility of the experience. The atmospheric

conditions, sleet and snow, imply that the traveler

suffered discomfort. Clearly, the traveler was at a

disadvantage when he came upon a woman cowered at the

top of the pass. The dialogue between the two contains

a lot of negotiation, with the vadueriza informing the

narrator at the outset that she guards the pass, and

that he who won't pay will be soundly beaten. The

narrator realizes he is cold and afraid and promises her

ornaments and a purse made out of rabbit skin. Because

of his pleasing replies, and proving that she was strong

enough to have beaten him soundly, as she threatened,

the serrana picks up the traveler and carries him over

the mountainside.

In the dialogue, the serrana pejoratively

identifies herself as La Chata, when the traveler asks

who she is. She also tells him her business, which is

the extortion of tolls from those who want to cross the

narrow path, on pain of being beaten. The educated

traveler makes promises, and asks the serrana what kind

of ornaments are popular in the Sierra. He promises

prancha con broncha. This ornament, a brooch that could

be hung around the neck, is associated with serranas,

and is seen in a serranilla of the fifteenth century

written by the Marqúes de Santillana. The physical

victory of the serrana who carries the traveler away.
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out of her environment, is part of her total domination

of the male intruder. This aspect of the inversion of

the "natural order," and its relationship to the topoi

of Curtius, "the world turned upside down," already has

been examined.

In contrast, in the zéjel that the narrator says

was based bn the experience with La Chata, the time is

indefinite. The location is specific, as in the

preceding account. In the zéjel the encounter takes

place near the pass of Malangosto. In the first

encounter, the winter storm is mentioned in the seventh

line, while in the ze^'jel. the sleet and snow are not

mentioned until line thirty-six. In the zéjel, the

dialogue between the two commences almost immediately in

line five, and the serrana bursts into the scene in line

three. The serrana, in the initial encounter, is found

by the traveler near a forest, and enters into dialogue

in response to a question by the narrator. In the

zéjel, the serrana jumps out as she sees the head of the

traveler as he ascends the mountain and addresses him

familiarly, "Unlucky one." The serrana asks him his

destination and his business and the narrator calls her

names to himself as she blocks his path. At first, the

traveler tells her he has nothing for her when she

demands that he promise her something. She threatens

him with a staff as the traveler becomes more

frustrated The serrana softens when the traveler
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addresses her as "beautiful" and tells her he would

prefer to be by the fire. The serrana tells the

traveler she will treat him like a gentlemanr give him

bread and wine, and take him to her home, if he will

promise her something. He promises and outer garment,

and again, una broncha q, nna. prancha. The serrana in

the zejel carried the traveler on her sholders as the

serrana in the episode in cuaderna Via did. After the

serrana in the zejel put the narrator up on her

shoulders, she soothed him and told him not to be

afraid. The serrana in the initial encounter carried

the traveler away from her neighborhood, the serana in

the zéjel carried him home. The enumeration of the

dishes that the serrana served her guest has been

discussed previously. In the initial encounter, verbs

predominate, but in the zéjel, there is more dialogue,

and nouns predominate. In the zéjel, the serrana

dominates the traveler even more thoroughly than in the

initial encounter. After a nice lunch with several

entrees, a fish course, and a palatable wine, this

mountain hostess consumes her guest sexually and never

even tells him her name. The last line of the zéjel is
"Greet que fiz buen barato!" Corominas commented:

Os aseguro que hice buena adquisición,
buena conquista: sarcasmo a sí mismo
... Otro sentido admisible ... es
*salí* del paso relativamente bien, es
decir, a poca costa, me salió* barato.*:
el pobre hombre se disculparía de esta
situación vergonzosa y cómica para un
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varón, aludiendo a la fuerza hercúlea
de la vaqueriza. 79

In the second episode in cuaderna vía, there is a

prologue of eight lines before the encounter with the

serrana. This introduction, before a specific location

in the mountains is given recalls the form of the

initial episode in cuaderna via which begins with a

reference to apostolic authority and contains a proverb

about irrational demands. In the introduction in the

second episode in cuaderna via, the traveler summarizes

his feelings of alienation in Segovia and his nostalgia

for his home. The narrator relates the second account

to the first because he notes that he cannot return

through the Pass of Lozoya because he has not brought

the gifts he promised the serrana who guards the pass.

The precise geographic location is given, the pass of

Fuenfria, but the data is imprecise. In line 974 the

traveler leaves Segovia at the end of three days, so

presumably the time is early March. Near Fuenfria,
where the traveler loses his way, he finds the serrana.

The setting is described in more detail than previously.

The serrana is watching over cattle in a pine tree

forest near a river bank. The traveler greets her, and

issues an ultimatum. He tells her that she either has

to show him the road or give him hospitality. The

serrana responds indignantly, calling him sandio.
"foolish" and rebukes him for presumptuously inviting
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himself. The serrana warns him not to approach because

she will hit him with her staff. The narrator says that

he has proven the proverb that some cannot stay out of

danger. He approaches the serrana and she strikes him

behind the ear with her staff. As in the first zejel.

the reader learns the narrator's feelings towards the

serrana by the pejoratives with which he refers to her

when she isn't compliant: cursed deformed woman. The

serrana changes when she sees that the traveler is hurt,

and tells him not to take his punishment too seriously.

The next line is difficult to understand and Corominas

has explained that the serrana suggests that he and she

are two good piezas that will join together. They walk

to her cabin where the serrana says "my husband will not

understand." A similar disregard for a husband is found

in a Serranilla da la Zarzuela which Menendez Pidal

stated was composed before 1420, because in that year
80

Villa Real had its name changed to Ciudad Real.

Menendez Pidal wrote that this serranilla is muestra

Única da una serranilla da origen popular. He related

the "cínica infidelidad" of the Semana da la Zarzuela

with the serrana of the Arcipreste just mentioned, and

concluded that the serrana of Trasmoz by the Marques de

Santillana, in which the serrana repulsed the nobleman

because of her love for her village sweetheart, was "más
81

española." (This poem is quoted on page 24 of this

thesis.)
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Serranilla de la Zarzuela

Yo me yvar mi madre,
a Villa Realer
errara yo el camino
en fuerte lugare.

Siete días anduve
que no comí pane,
cevada mi muía
carne el gavilán»
Entre la Zarguela
y Daracután
algara los ojos
hazía do el sol sale;
viera una cabañar
della el humo sale»

Picara mi muía,
fuyme para allá;
perros del ganado
sálenme a ladrar;
vide una serrana

del bello donayre»
-Llegaosf caballeror
verguenga no ayades;
mi padre y mi madre
han ydo al lugarr
mi carillo Minguillo
es ydo por panr
ni vendrá esta noche
ni mañana a yantar;
comereys de la leche
mientras el queso se haze»
Haremos la cama

junto al retamal;
haremos un hijo*
llamarse ha Pasqual:
o será Arcobispo,
Papa o Cardenal,
o será porquerizo
de Villa Real»
Bien, por vida mía,
deyes de burlar» 82

Lucy A» Sponsler commented on the Serrana of

Zarzuela: "She does not seduce passionately, but
83

rather crudely and specifically, as in a documentary»"

This serrana*s behavior is atypical» Sponsler wrote
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that generally the northern Spanish medieval lyric

expressed the devotion and fidelity of women to their
84

husbands. She quotes the following lyric from the

anthology of Alonso and Blecua to illustrate the

customary Castilian popular lyric in northern Spain in

the Middle Ages.

Que me quereis, caballero?
casada soy, marido tengo.

Casada soy, y a mi grado
con un caballero honrado,
bien dispesto y bien criado
que mas que a mi yo lo quiero
casada soy, marido tengo. 85

In this poem, the narrator rejects her enticer because

she is happily married. In the following lyric, which

also comes from the Alonso and Blecua anthology,

although the woman is unhappily married, she is faithful

to her vows.

Asi Dios me preste la vida y salut/
que nunca un besillo me dio (el marido)
con virtut / en todos los dias de my
juventut/ que fui desposada.

Que bien que mal,/ sufro mis tristes
pasiones aunque me tienten/ diez mil
tentaciones. 86

Clearly, the serrana in the second episode in cuaderna

via not only gives in to temptation she actively seeks

In this second episode in cuaderna via, the

traveler is more interested in food than sex. Corominas
87

commented: "Pago* la merienda y no en moneda." The

traveler's priorities are consistent with the natural
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order of man's concerns, as attributed to Aristotle in

stanza seventy-one of El lihisi ás. biisn amor :

Como dize Aristotoles
el mundo por dos cosas
por aver mantenencia
por aver juntamiento

cosa es verdadera
trabaja: la primera
la otra cosa era

con fembra plazentera

Sponsler compared this humorous episode with the

French pastourelles and Provencal pastorelas:

The serrana does succeed in luring him
him to bed after the meal, though the poet
merely states it is in payment for the
merienda, quite in contrast to French
and Provencal poets, who would assert that
they would leap at such an opportunity.
After satisfying her desires, our poet
leaves the cabin as quickly as he can,
muttering that the serrana has become angry
and that he is frightened. In the Gallic
poems a poet often found himself frustrated
but never frightened. 88

In consideration of the text, Sponsler*s description of

the serrana "luring" the poet to her bed is inaccurate

because she overwhelmed her guest, "taking him by the

hand," in stanza 981. I particularly like Sponsler*s

characterization of the narrator as "our poet." The

Arcipreste was a poetic genius with a gift that allowed

him to bring his narrator endearingly close to the

reader.

Raymond S. Willis compared the second episode in

cuaderna via in the original version of 1330 and the

later version of 1343:

In the original text of the second mountain-
girl episode, the concupiscent wench is
angered by the narrator's unmanly request
for food before engaging in what she calls
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juego, so she expells him from her hut;
but the interpolated sts, 983-984 show her
amiably feeding him and receiving
"repaymentr" which fails to quench her
erotic fires. 89

Although the traveler has transgressed, he implored

God*s protection from evil and goes on his way, despite

being fearful of the serrana*s anger. The traveler

accuses himself of cowardice. Apparently without

guidance, he finds two paths and makes his way down the

mountain as quickly as he can, and reaches the town of

Perreros while it is still daylight. In contrast with

the first pair of serranillas, bad weather is not

mentioned in either the second episode in cuaderna via

or in the second zejel. The interpolated material of

1343 makes the episode in cuaderna via parallel the

outcome of the zejel. The serrana in the zejel has more

dialogue than in the previous episode, and is quite

outspoken in her disappointment in the traveler's energy

level. Raymond S. Willis attributed the interpolations

in the text in the later addition to the Arcipreste*s

intention of increasing the entertainment value of the
90

verses when they were presented by minstrels.

In the second episode in cuaderna vía, the

unsatisfied serrana tries to persuade her guest to stay.

The poem cited below also portrays a serrana who tries

to detain a stranger. It was written by the Portuguese

dramatist Gil Vicente, before 1536. In this poem the

mood is playful, the traveler is gallant, and the poem
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and ends with his plea for help to cross the

mountain.

¿Por do pasare la sierra,
gentil serrana morena?

-Turururula,
¿quien la jasara?
-Tururururií,
no la pases tií.
-Turururururure,
yo la pasare.
Di, serrana, por tu fe,
si naciste encesta tierra,
¿por do pasare la sierra,
gentil serrana morena?

-Tiriririrí,
queda tu aquí.
-Turururururú,
¿ qué me quieres tií?
-Torororord,
que yo sola esto.
-Serrana, no puedo, no,
que otro amor me da guerra.
¿Como pasaré la sierra,
gentil serrana morena? 91

In the second pair of serranas of Juan Ruiz, the serrana

is named by the narrator in the third line of the second

zéjel. The location of the village is given, the time

of day is morning when the serrana and the traveler

meet, and the date is unknown. The narrator is more

descriptive in this zéjel than in the previous episode

in cuaderna via? the serrana is described as robust, and

after he greets her, he tells her that she has a lovely

body. The serrana responds to this laconically, as

country people are thought to do, and tells him that he

is lost. The traveler continues his fulsome

compliments, and the serrana becomes angry. She knocks
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him down with her staffs and calls him "foolish." In

the next stanza, 992, there is an abrupt shift. With no

explanation, the narrator writes that she gave him

shelter and food and made him pay for it. Because the

traveler is not able to comply with what the serrana

wants, she calls him names, using two of the pejoratives

that the traveler used in the first zejel when he became

angry with the obstinate serrana. Finally, the serrana.

in the second zejel. chastizes herself for leaving her

cowherd for the traveler. She uses the same expression

that the narrator used in the first stanza of the first

episode in cuaderna via; "fiz loca demanda." The zejel

ends with the plaintive warning of the traveler to the

serrana, that if she does not become calm, he is going

to become even more passive and withdrawn. In contrast

with the preceding episode in cuaderna via, there is

more dialogue and the same amount of violence. In both

accounts, the serrana is angry. In the following poem

of Gil Vicente, the serrana is also angry, but the mood

is playful; there is none of the violence and physical

humiliation that occurs in the second pair of the

Arcipreste*s serranas*

Sañosa esta la niña:
ay Dios, quien le hablaríal
En la sierra anda la niña
su ganado a repastar,
hermosa como las flores,
sañosa como la mar.
Sañosa como la mar esta la niña
ay Dios, quien le hablaríal 92
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In Juan Ruiz's second serranilla in cuaderna

the traveler addresses the serrana in a courtly fashion:

Omillom, aaixana falaguera. In the subsequent zkjslr
his greeting is also elegant: "En buena ora sea de vos,

cuerpo tan guisado." I believe that Juan Ruiz parodied

the Provencal pastorela in these lines, because in the

French version of the encounter between the nobleman and

the peasant woman, the difference in their class is

stressed. It is also possible, although speculative,

that Juan Ruiz was sending up the Spanish poem Razón

feita da amor, an anonymous thirteenth century lyric,

which, according to Lucy A. Sponsler, "illustrates the
93

incipient courtly treatment of woman in Spain." In

this poem, the damsel admires her "lover's bonas
94

maneras," In the mountain setting, the traveler's

greetings and compliments anger the mountain women who

are not accustomed to the courtly style popularized by

the troubadors.

With the humorous misadventures of the traveler,

and the parody of courtly address, can one conclude that

the Arcipreste, Juan Ruiz, wrote the serranillas

because, in Leo Spitzer's words, "el autor deseaba
95

presentar una ramillete de serranillas."? It is more

plausible that Juan Ruiz chose the serranilla to show

that both the gallant from the city and the mountain

woman could regret the consequences of loco amor. The

narrator in the first episode in cuaderna via states
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"fiz loca demanda" when he tellsr in retrospectr of

setting off on his journey. The mountain women in the

second zéjel also says "Fiz loca demanda" when she

berates herself for her infidelity to her peasant

sweetheart with the disappointing stranger from the

city. Maria Rosa Lida has commented that this

repetition of the bad consequences that result from

making irrational demands is a device that Juan Ruiz

employs to teach his listeners or readers to avoid this

practice.

Marfa Rosa Lida also commented on the clearly

didactic purpose of the first two zejelst

. . . las dos primeras cánticas de serrana
(970-971); 981 ss.)^ donde el rfdiculo de
que se cubre mostrándose forzado por las
serranas lascivas prueba que no le preocupaba
el sutil distingo entre pecado y tendencia
al pecador sino el afán de desvalorizar todo
loco amor. 96

In comparing the adventures of the narrator in the

mountains with his other encounters with womenr Lida

wrote:

Estrechamente asociado con la repeticidn
didáctica se encuentra el desenlace semejante
de las aventuras amorosas. ... En efecto:
de las catorce aventuras del EllfiJl Amor ^

cinco fracasan por negativa de la amada
(77ss.r 167ss.r 1321ss.)f dos por perfidia
o necedad del mesanjero (112ss.r 1622ss.)r
dos por pretension exorbitante de la serrana
(993ss.r 1006ss.)f mientras en las otras
dos cánticas análogasr el poeta, como queda
dicho, se pinta a merced de las temibles
serranas (97f: *oue de fazer quanto quiso*;
984d: 'rescele e^fuy couarde*), de suerte
que la consumación del amor le deja en
postura mas ridicula que nunca. La única
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excepción es la aventura de Don Melon—
lógicamentef ya que a diferencia del restor
en ella el poeta no inventa, sino traduce,
y ya que el triunfante enamorado no es el
Arcipreste sino Don Melon, que acaba
casándose con su bella* 97

The third episode in cuaderna vía is the

shortest, it has only sixteen lines. It is the most

didactic, because it is a parable. The location of the

encounter is precise, the date is not given, and the

time of day is very early, before daybreak. Near

Cornejo, the traveler came upon an industrious

mountainwoman chopping down a pine tree. The narrator

reports that the serrana thinks he is a villager and

wants to marry him. She leaves her work to listen to

nonsense. The narrator comments that she has forgotten

the advice of the good counselor who advised his friend

not to risk what he had gained in order to gain more.

The narrator concludes that he has written a poem about

this encounter, and that the day was stormy even though

it was summer. The traveler crosses the pass in the

morning and arrives early at his destination. This

encounter has a curiously detached quality. The

narrator uses only one adjective to describe the

serrana, and that is Igxdar "slow-witted." There is no

record of the serrana*s reaction to the traveler, other

than his report that she thinks he is a villager and a

marriage prospect. There is no record of the dialogue

between the two, and none of the violence or physical
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intervention that characterizes the previous four

encounters.

The third zejel is charming. and tells the

plighting of a troth between two equals. Near Cornejof

the first day of the week, at an imprecise time, an

encounter takes place between a traveler and a well-

dressed serrana. The meeting takes place in the middle

of a valley and neither the setting or the weather is

described. The traveler greets the serrana courteously,

invoking God's name and addressing her respectfully as

sister. The serrana does not respond with a courteous

reply, but asks him frankly what his business is. She

does not ask him his name, and does not reveal hers

until the next to the last stanza. When the traveler

says that he is seeking a bride, she tells him he has

come to the right place and that he looks competent. He

enumerates his skills. Corominas commented that

listeners to this part of the performance who came from

small towns like Hita or Guadalajara

mas cercano a lo montanes y seguramente
también mas proximo a la vida cotidiana
del poeta, se sonreía con aprobación,
solo levemente irónica, ante la pintura
realista de lo serrano. 98

After she hears the list of skills, the serrana offers

to marry the traveler, if he complies with her requests.

He replies that she should ask for what she wants and he

will give it. This negotiation, although brusque, does

not include the name calling and threats that
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the

protagonists. If the serrana seems mercenary^ it is

wise to remember that in the Middle Ages marriage was an

economic contract. The serrana does advise the traveler

not to deceive her in line 1003g. as she lists the

wardrobe and joyas ds. sierra that the desires. The

serrana says that with these gifts, the village will say

she has made a good match. The traveler acquiesces to

her demands, and adds that he will bring her even more

beautiful things. He concludes by advising her to

invite her relatives to the wedding because he is

leaving to acquire her gifts. The only description of

the serrana in this zejel is her clothing. In the

previous account in cuaderna yikf the serrana was

valientef atrevuda# and siislvq. taa guisado» The focus

of the z^jel is on the skills the man has that would

enable him to be a good provider, and the clothing and

ornaments that the woman desires. For this reason, I

believe the third zejel may be called "documentary

fiction," as Marianna Pool Madrigal defined it in her

thesis:

the difference ... between pure and
documentary fiction lies in the fact that
the author, besides generating his own text,
is including large or small bits of already
generated real-life behavior in his telling
of a story. 99

The fourth episode in cuaderna via is atemporal,

and the location is not given. The only reality that is
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documented is the coldr and the realization that death

is inevitable if God doesn't intervene. So that he will

not feel the cold so severelyr the traveler runs down

the mountain. The mood is almost one of panic. At the

bottom of the pass, the traveler finds a robust village

woman who takes care of horses. She is as big as a

tree. He begs for shelter and the giantess says that

she will be glad to give it if she is well-paid, and she

takes the traveler to Tablada. The dialogue between the

two is not recorded. What the keeper of horses thinks

about the traveler is unknown. The report of the

dialogue takes only two lines. Forty-two lines are

devoted to her extraordinary appearance. Her body parts

are compared to those of animals. Her hair was as black

as a crow. Her footprint is larger than that of a mare.

Her ears are like a donkey's ears. The traveler also

compares her body parts to his own. Her wrist is wider

than his, her little finger is bigger than his thumb.

Two biblical allusions occur in this description. In

the first, stanza 1011, the narrator says that in the

Apocalypse there is not such a terrifying character. He

adds that he cannot imagine what kind of demon would

make love to her. Stanza 1013 says that the giantess

could drink a prodigious amount: "Bevria en pocos dias

caudal de buhon rico." This recalls the behemoth in the

Book of Job, of whom it was said: "Behold now behemoth
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• • • he drinketh up a river, and hasteth not: he
100

trusteth that he can draw up Jordan into his mouth."

The narrator concludes the encounter by reporting

that the giantess had big ribs in her black sides, that

he was frightened, and that is all he will say. Despite

the terrifying appearance of the serrana, she does not

threaten or mistreat him. How can one explain the

appearance of the giantess in the episode in cuaderna

via, which the narrator says actually happened? The

explanation is that in the Middle Ages people believed

that there were humans called Wild Men that lived alone

in marshes or uninhabited mountain areas. The giantess

has some of the characteristics of the wild woman. The

classical origin of this figure, and its repetition in

the literature of Europe and the British isles through

the Middle Ages and into the Renaissance qualifies it as

a topico according to the schema of Curtius. Wolfgang

Kayser explained the analytical method of Curtius:

Los topicos son 'cliches fijos o esquemas
del pensamiento y de la expresión*
procedentes de la literatura antigua y
que, a través del latín medieval, penetraron
en las literaturas nacionales de la Edad
Media y, más tarde, en el Renacimiento y
el Barroco • • • Existe un tesoro de
imágenes poéticas, formulas fijas y maneras
técnicas de exponer, que se aprenden y que
no desprecia ni el mayor poeta. 101

Timothy Husband traced the history of the wild

man to its origin in classical Greece. The wild man was

first reported in chronicles which told of travels to
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India and Africa where strange humans had been seen. In

the fifth century B.C.f Herodutus cited the existence of

wild men and women in his Historia. Pliny recorded the

existence of wild men in Historia Naturalis in the first

century C.E. St. Augustine mentioned the wild men. In

the seventh century, St. Isodore of Seville wrote an

encyclopedia, Etymologiae. in which he tried to set down

all knowledge. Based on Solinus' work of the third

century, St. Isidore placed the wild men below human

beings, but above the animals. In the tenth century,

Leo of Naples referred to the wild men that had been
102

seen during Alexander’s travels to the East. In the

fourth century, St. Augustine had written that the wild

man was descended from Adam, but St. Isidore included

mythical beasts under the species description, which was

done by Anglicus in a thirteenth century treatise.

Heinrich von Hesler, in the fourteenth century, wrote

that wild men existed, lived in caves or bushes in

marshes or mountains, and that their salvation would
103

depend on God's mercy. Aldrovandus mentions the wild

men in a sixteenth century encyclopedia, but does not
104

mention the issue of salvation.

Richard Bernheimer explored the pervasiveness of

the character in the late Middle Ages:

Medieval literature and art are shot through
with the mythology of the wild man: we find
him in the clipped verses of French Arthurian
romance, in the epics of German minstrel
singers, and in the writings of Cervantes .

. . His figure even invaded religious
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buildings and liturgical books, being found
on the borders of illuminated manuscripts
• • • and as a gargoyle on the eaves of
churches. Once on the facade of a Spanish
church, it usurped the place which should
have been given to the saints standing full
size on the jambs of its main portal. 105

The church that Bernheimer referred to is San Gregorio

in Vallodolid, built in the fifteenth century.

Bernheimer explained what the wild man meant in the

Middle Ages:

Wildness meant more in the Middle Ages than
the shrunken significance of the term would
indicate today. The word implied everything
that eluded Christian norms and the
established framework of Christian society,
referring to what was uncanny, unruly, raw,
unpredictable, foreign, uncultured, and
uncultivated . . . This quality was one which
held considerable fascination for many men in
the Middle Ages, as a counterpoise against
traditional limitations of thought and
behavior. It is true that to venture into
the woods and there to prove one's mettle by
slaying the dragon, the giant, or the
Saracen meant to combat the ever present
threat of natural and moral anarchy, and
thus to strengthen the beneficent rule
of Christianity. But wildness embodied not
only a task but a temptation, to which one
exposed oneself by plunging into the
great wild unknown. No wonder that,
before the Middle Ages were out, it became
fashionable to identify oneself with
savage things, to slip into the wild
man's garb, and thus to repudiate that
very principle of hieratic order upon which
medieval society was founded. 106

On Candlemas Day in 1393, King Charles and members of

the French court dressed in wild man's costumes to

celebrate a wedding. Torches ignited several of the
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mummers. King Charles escaped injury, but several
107

knights died.

Bernheimer wrote of the wild woman in folklore:

Where the environment has attributes of
grandeur and strength, as in the Alps, the
wild woman tends to grow to giant size .

. . Fankke, as she is called in the Tyrol
and in the Bavarian Alps, a colossal ogre
of great strength and appalling ugliness.
Bristly all over, she has a mouth forming
a grimace that reaches from ear to ear.
Her black, untended hair is intersperesed
with lichen, and according to a report
from Switzerland, she has breasts so long
that she can throw them over her shoulders
. . . The most persistent as well as the
most revealing of the traits common to the
various species of wild women is found in
their erotic attitude, for all of them are
obsessed with the craving for the love of
mortal men and go out of their way to
obtain it. Indeed, so universally are they
charged with this instinctive immodesty,
that this trait may well be the key to their
origin psychologically. An imaginary
creature capable of being overwhelmingly
brutal and oppressive and yet prone to
erotic passion could hardly have arisen
out of any subjective experience but that
of nightmares . . . 108

The woman who saves the traveler in the fourth

episode in cuanderna vfa exhibits some of the features

of the wild woman in the region of the Tyrol and the

Alps. She has an enormous mouth, she is described as

black, while she is not bristly all over, the narrator

notes that she has more of a beard than he does. The

serrana also has absurdly long breasts.

Bernheimer explained that the wild woman

typically lusted after mortal men, but in the fourth

episode where the serrana personifies the folkloric
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giantess, she makes no sexual advances to the traveler,

unlike her counterpart in the first zejel> the second

episode in cuaderna via> the second zejel. and the

menacing mountain woman in the Serrana da ISl vera who

lived in a cave.

In Grimm*s Fairy lalfiiS. there is a legend about a

wild woman from Wonder Mountain who used to take walks

near the village of Anif. It was her custom to dig

holes in the ground in which to lie down and rest. The

wild woman had beautiful hair that reached her ankles.

One day a villager saw her and fell in love with her.

The wild woman asked the villager if he was married, and

he lied and said no. One night the abandoned wife

followed her husband to the field and found him sleeping

next to the wild woman.

"May God preserve your lovely hair," she
said to the Wild Woman. "What are you
doing there with one another?" Having
spoken these words, the farmer's wife left
the two of them alone . . . The Wild Woman
reproached the farmer . . . "Had your wife
shown me hatred and anger," she said, "you
would not have left this spot alive.
But since your wife was not angry, you
must love her evermore and live with her
faithfully .... Take this shoe full of
gold and go away. Do not look back. 109

In this nineteenth century collection of fairy

tales, the aggressive giantess has become a didactic

fairy godmother.

In the Middle Ages, wild men were seen in

Arthurian tales. In Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, a
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wild man is mentioned among the obstacles that the good

knight overcame. A wild man could become a Christianr

and then a knight, an a knight could go mad from

unrequited love and seek refuge in the forest. The

twelfth century Arthurian romance, Yvain. by Chretien of

Troyes depicted the hero in stanzas 2650-2660 eating

animals completely raw, "like a wild man," during a

period of madness. His reason returned when the Lady of

Norison rubbed a potion on his body.

Morris Bishop offers an explanation for the

inclusion of the fantastic in Arthurian tales:

The romances of chivalry were tales of love
and adventure. . . . They exalted women, . .

. the institution of courtesy, a code of
morals and ideals for gentlemen and ladies.
The romance of chivalry began in northern
France in the twelfth century and spread to
all the Western world. They took as their
background themes stories of old Rome and
of Charlemagne's court, and especially the
Celtic tales that filtered in through
Brittany and England. These tales dealt
with the Knights of the Round Table at the
court of King Arthur, who was, in fact, a
British Christian chief of the fifth century.
The primitive Celtic literature had the
character that persists in Yeats and other
modern Irish writers: love of the
fantastic and marvelous; blurring of the
natural and supernatural; acceptance of
magic, wonder, fairies, witches, and
talking beasts, trees, and fountains as
commonplaces. 110

Roger Sherman Loomis told an Arthurian tale in

which the knight must marry an ugly crone and is given

the choice of having her ugly and faithful, or beautiful

and false.
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Other Arthurian versions substitute a

dragon-woman for the ugly cronef omit the
motif of choice, and make the transformation
dependent on a kiss. All this association
with Arthur's court, • • • and the
supernatural machinery of vanishings and
metamorphoses, establish a strong
probability that the stories of the
transformed hag were of Celtic origin. .

. The earliest version, a poem entitled
the Adventures of the Sons of Eochaid
Mugmedon, was composed by a poet who
died in 1024, and tells how the
historical King of Ireland, Niall of
the Nine Hostages, proved his right of
sovereignty. Ill

Niall went with his four half brothers to hunt, and each

of the five approached a spring where an ugly old hag

demanded a kiss.

Niall not only kissed her but cohabitated
with her, whereupon she was transfigured
into a radiant beauty. She declared
herself to be the Sovereignty of Ireland,
and explained that as she was ugly at
first, so was the kingship difficult to
obtain. . . there is ample evidence that
at an earlier stage she was a goddess.
Eriu, personifying Ireland itself, and
that the account of her metamorphosis was
a Nature myth explaining the miracle of
spring. Before hér transformation,
blacker was her face than any visage;
larger than a rock in a wall was each of
her rough black knees; a rugged hilly
thick black head was on her, like a
furzy mountain. Another text describes
her after the change, thus: 'Blooming
her countenance in hue as the crimson
lichen of Lienster crags . . . her locks
were like Bregón*s buttercups; a mantle
about her, matchless, green.' 112

In contrast, there is at least one mortal wild woman in

a medieval Arthurian tale. The wild women that have

been cited in Grimm and Arthurian tales were
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supernatural but helpful to mortal men. In the

Wigalois. a German Arthurian tale written about 1210 by

Wirnt von Grafenberg, the wild woman is a giantess, a

mortalr and she tried to kill the hero. Her appearance

was similar to that of the woman who took the traveler

to Tablada:

In a nearby rock was a cave from which he
saw running toward him a woman who was
all black and shaggy as a bear . . . Her
head was large, her nose flat, ... her
brows bushy and gray. She had large
teeth, a broad mouth, and two dog-like
ears that hung down nearly a foot . . .

Her breasts hung down against her sides
like two satchels . . . The knight did
not think this woman charming with her
powerful legs and crooked feet." 113

The giantess of Juan Ruiz has black sides, shaggy

eyebrows, long ears, a big mouth, hair black as a

crow's, and a large head. Her breasts are so long she

has them doubled up under her belt. While she was not

as shaggy as a bear, her beard is heavier than that of

the narrator. Despite her hoarse voice and overwhelming

appearance, the narrator never reports impatience or

anger or even fear. In stanza 1014 he concludes that

those who wish to get married should not be deaf to his

description, an ironic acknowledgment of the

uncomeliness of the woman who saves him from death.

Maria Rosa Lida commented that the earliest mention of

Arthurian themes in Hispanic literature occurred in 1170

when a Catalan named Cabrera noted the shortcomings of

his juglar who could not sing tales about King
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That Juan Ruiz was familiar with ArthurianArthur.

material is evidenced by his reference to Tristan in

stanza 1703.

The narrator concludes the final episode in

cuaderna via by stating that he composed three songs

wellf about the grotesque size of the woman who is never

referred to as serrana, and what she told him. Howeverr

a report of what the narrator said takes only one line,

1009br and her assent is reported in line 1009c. The

two (phanconetas are missing. The final line of the

episode in cuaderna via advises the reader not to be

critical of that which one receives for free.

The lesson in the zejel^ which is delivered by a

beautiful serrana, is that a man with money may do as he

pleases. This zejel is a marching song. In the first

stanza, the geographic location of the encounter is

given, the time of day, and the name of the serrana.

The tension is resolved because the first stanza says

sierra passada. In the second stanza, the narrator

recalls his fear and danger at the top of the pass. In

the third stanza he describes the beautiful serrana. In

the next five stanzas, their dialogue is recorded, and

it is polite, but the serrana makes it clear to the

narrator that he who enjoys the comfort of her cabin is

going to wed and support her. The narrator expresses

his willingness to comply with her demands, explains

that he has a wife in Perreros, and will give her money.
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He addresses her by an endearment. She answers his

proposal by inviting him to her home. The dishes of the

meal that she prepares with his help are enumerated, and

she advises him to warm up and pay her. She adds that

he who gives her the gifts she wants will not have to

pay, and the narrator encourages her to name them. She

lists the clothes she wants, and says that he will be

her husband if he brings them. The narrator says he

hasn't brought any but will bring some when he returns.

The narrator then refers to her as la heda. An

explanation for this apparent incongruity has been

given. In the last three stanzas, the serrana explains

to the traveler the importance of money. The narrator

makes no reply.

Lucy A. Sponsler has written that the declared

fictional version of the stranger's encounters

exaggerates the worst features of the villager. "After

three previous cánticas which exaggerated reality in the

direction of the grotesque, the fourth idealizes a

horrendous reality. The poet has performed a total

about-face, a feat not infrequent throughout his
115

book." There is one concern that the grotesque

giantess in the allegedly historical encounter shares

with the alluring mountain woman in the declared

fictional version: an interest in money. The giantess,

in response to the stranger's plea for shelter from the

storm, says she will be pleased to comply if she is well
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paid. The attractive mountain woman tells the stranger

that a man with money can do as he likes but that

promises will not earn hospitality. I believe that

desire for money on the part of the mountain woman who

originated from the model of the mortal Wild Woman and

her idealized feminine counterpart originates from

reality. In medieval European mountain villagesr money

was very scarce. The following quote, which comes from

the evidence that Jacques Fournier collected during an

investigation of heresy in a mountain village in

fourteenth century France, reports that villagers

couldn't even pay for shoe repairs in cash, and had to

save to do so.

La panne d'argent, sur ^lace est chronique.
'mon mari Arnaud Vital etait cordonnier de
Montaillou, • . . il devait attendre que ses
clientes aient vendu leur volatile a la
Pentecote pour se faire payer par elles
les repartions de souliers qu'il avait
effectuees pour leurs epoux. 116

The mountain woman in the fourth zeiel is named

Alda in manuscript G, and Aldara in manuscript S.

Corominas commented, ”... Aunque he aceptado, como más

conocida, la forma Alda, de G, es fácil que Aldara de S
117

sea también forma real."

If line 1022c of S is examined, in the photocopy

of the original manuscript S another interpretation is

possible. If the orthography of the vowel preceeding

the first r. in Aldara is compared to the a before the

jLin colorada in the last line of the third stanza, the
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two letters are very similar. It is plausible that the

scribe wrote aldora. Leopoldo de Eguilaz y Yanguas

defines aldora as:

especie de mijo • • • trigo de la India
• • • trigo de Turquía • • • lo había de
diferentes clases • • • el alimento de los
pobres del campo y de los trabajadores
durante el invierno. 118

It is possible that the narrator intended to report that

on top of the mountain freezing with cold, "falle me con

aldora," he had nothing to eat but a handful of poor

grain, which recalls the practice of mountain climbers

today who carry a mixture of cereals, or cereal,

raisins, and nuts, in their backpacks to eat as they

climb.

Luis Beltran has commented on the etymology of the

name Alda. The name has positive associations in

Hispanic literature, because there is an old romance

about Alda, the wife of the hero, Roland:

. . . Alda es . . . uno de los muchos
nombres germánicos cuyo primer elemento
es 'alda*; en 'aid* se encuentra la raíz
indoeuropea 'al*, crecer; 'al—imentar*,
... El valor de 'aids* en gótico era
edad, vida, generación y está relacionado
con el anglosajón 'ealdor*, vida. 119

Whether the noun in question is aldora. a type of wheat,

or Aldara, a proper noun that connotes nourishment, it

implies the property of sustaining life.

In this chapter, a congruence has been

demonstrated between the first narrative in cuaderna
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víap and the first zejel. There is also a similarity

between the account in the second episode in cuaderna

viaf and the second zejel. The third . encounter in

cuaderna 3LÍ[a is a parable, the third ze jel is

realistic, an example of documentary fiction* In both

of these encounters, the serrana is interested in

marriage, but the stranger is only looking for a wife in

the allegedly fictional version. The fourth episode in

cuaderna yla. portrays a serrana with the appearance of

the medieval wild woman, who asks for payment before she

takes the perishing stranger to Tablada. In the

"trotalla." the marching song that the narrator state he

composed inspired by the encounter with the grotesque

mountain woman, the woman is beatiful. Money is

mentioned in the account of cuaderna via? the narrator

reports that the scary villager says she will help him

if she is paid. In the last poem of this pair, the

importance of money is stressed by the beautiful

villager as she speaks directly to the narrator in the

last two stanzas of this allegedly fictional verse.



CONCLUSION

The intent of this study was to analyze that

section of £11 libro amor called the s.erjanaa»

Initially, the section was examined in an effort to

evaluate its congruence with or isolation from the

corpus of the work. Congruence with the whole was

demonstrated in the didactic aspect, the ludic aspect

and the intrusion in the work by a self-conscious

narrator-poet.

An investigation of the uniqueness of the serranas

exposed the cántiga ds. viaje as the source of the poetic

model. This popular lyric was a suitable vehicle for

the expression of the vitality of the self-sufficient

mountainwoman of the Castilian cordillera. In the

second, third, and fourth serrana, the mountainwoman

overwhelms the narrator sexually. From other examples

of the genre that were cited, it is evident that the

Arcipreste's mountainwomen were not unique in this

regard. It is reasonable to explain the advances of the

Arcipreste*s serrana as a chastisement of the narrator

who sought adventures in the sierra instead of seeking

God. This aggressive behavior could have been

attributed to the serranas because of an association

with the medieval wild woman who was supposed to lust

after ordinary men and also lived in the solitude of the

high country.

67
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The audacity of the mountainwomen in the poems of

the Arcipreste is similar to the behavior of the serrana

in the Serrana ás. la. y,era and the serrana de. le.

Zarzuela. Although it is plausible that elements of the

courtly pastorelaf flowery speech and the presentation

of gifts to the lady, were satirized in the Arcipreste*s

serranas, the poems represent an indigenous Hispanic

character and lyric. I was unable to find any other

fourteenth century lyrics that portrayed a serrana in

Spanish similar to those of Juan Ruiz. The poems that

are quoted about serrana and written in Spanish are from

the fifteenth and sixteenth century. Luis Santullano

observed that some popular lyrics were lost before the

poems could be printed, although fragments were

remembered and continued to be part of the oral
120

tradition.

A comparison of each pair of poems reveals that

the central thread of the encounter is exaggerated in

the zejel. In the first two encounters, the stranger

from the city is at the mercy of the serrana. In each

of the first two pairs of poems, he is completely

dominated in the lyric version of the encounter. In the

third pair of poems, an interest in marriage is the

thread that ties the serrana and the stranger together

in conversation. In the account in cuaderna via, only

the serrana is sincerely interested in the possibility

of a match, because she has mistaken the stranger for a
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villager. In the lyric^ the stranger and the serrana

are native to the mountains and both are interested in

the possibility of finding a spouse. In the final pair

of poems, in the version which is purportedly

historical, the narrator states that the grotesque

giantess agreed to help him if she were well paid. In

the zejel. the importance of money is stressed in detail

as the serrana explains to the stranger in her home that

promises don't pay for hospitality while a man with

money may do as he pleases.

In each encounter, the motivating force is the

desire to strike a bargain. The dialogue involves

negotiation and bartering of goods and promises. Not

once in the serrana is affection or hospitality offered

gratis. Anything obtained is paid for, and the giver is

often dissatisfied with the bargain. The absence of

altruism in the serrana is not incongruent with the rest

of the work. Don Amor advises the unsuccessful lover

that he must give jewels to the lady he is trying to

seduce. In stanza 451 he also says that if the lover

has no gifts to offer, he should make promises, and then

the lady will be compliant. The only villager in the

eight poems who objected to the promises made by the

stranger was the beautiful woman in the last zejel.

In the first and second poem, a fee for passage is

negotiated. The traveler has a meal and in exchange

gives himself sexually, and reluctantly, in the third
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and fourth encounter. In the fifth encounterr the

villager requests gifts from the stranger she mistakenly

believes to be a suitor and a mountain man. The sixth

encounter portrays a man who is a villager and does want

to get married. The mountain woman replies with a list

of gifts she desires from her novio, after the practical

skills he enumerates indicate that he will be a good

match. The seventh encounter portrays a variant of the

medieval wild woman who comes upon a stranger perishing

from cold and asks for money before she saves him. In

the final poem^ a beautiful mountain woman assures the

traveler that a man with money may do as he pleases.



Fac-simile of a Cántica de serrana

(stanzas 1022 to 1037) from

Manuscript £ of the
Lihro dé buen'amor*
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